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Changes since -01

- Added additional text to the end of section 4.8 to talk more explicitly about data plane loops (out of scope for this doc)
- Added section 4.3 to describe media types used
  - Probably need improving & additional text in IANA considerations
- Added text to section 4.6 & 4.7 to better describe:
  - The motivation behind the scope & error dictionaries
  - How they should be used.
- Added text to security considerations section to provide a foundation
  - Almost certainly needs further expansion & improvements.
- Added text to say
  - Which are the minimum properties to include in RI requests
  - Their values MUST come from the User Agent's original request.
Open Editors’ Notes / Questions

• Resolved issues, Action on editors to create text to address:
  – Additional examples of RI requests/responses (including error responses) illustrating different use cases.
  – Security Considerations still needs lots of work
    • Volunteers for topics to cover in this section welcome 😊
      – Even if you do not provide specific text suggestions

• Alignment with other drafts
  – Alignment with URI Signing draft TBD.

• Items that require WG input
  – None currently
  – But feedback, comments, text suggestions etc. are welcome 😊
Next Steps

• Addressing Editors’ actions (previous slide)
• Any other feedback received